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 Return On Investment
The tools in this suite can save several hours 
per week for BIM managers. Repetitive tasks 
such as modifying and updating families, 
checking dimensions, swapping and cleaning 
types, correcting model link paths, building 
shared parameters files and more are 
reduced from hours to minutes!  

BIM Manager Suite has extremely powerful tools 
to automate many common, complex or critical 
tasks for Revit projects and families. This suite is 
aimed at BIM experts and power users whose tasks 
often include establishing workflows, maintaining 
company standards, building Revit content, 
maintaining company libraries, fixing problematic 
projects and supporting an organization’s BIM 
program. 
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Defines one or multiple changes to one or more Revit family files, then processes those changes 
in batch.

Family Processor

Identifies dimension strings that use the dimension override options and presents the results for 
review. Additional filter options can be used to narrow the search results.

Dimension Checker

Project Cleaner
Deletes views, sheets and Revit links. Lighten models from consultants 
before linking them into your projects.

Revision Cloud Remover
Removes non-issued revision clouds from your project. List the revision clouds in 
a project, including the quantity of each. Select which revision clouds to remove, 
or remove all of them.

Family Tools
Deletes backup files, compares and merges shared 
parameter files, reports saved Revit® versions.

Family Preview Manager
This free utility sets Revit family preview images for entire 
libraries quickly and consistently.
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Reports on how well Revit families conform to 
standards.  Identifies potential consistency and 
quality issues in families.

Family Checker

Shared Parameter Manager
Reorganizes shared parameters via drag and drop, both within a single shared 
parameters file or between two files.

Import & Link Manager
Assists with locating and managing CAD objects within a Revit 
model. Find imported or linked DWG files in your Revit project. 
Batch change workset assignments of imports. 

Type Swapper
Makes swapping types – and even families – a straightforward and speedy process.  Discover the 
simplicity of identifying and deleting duplicates.

Schedule Parameter Resolver
Makes it fast and easy to synchronize multiple schedules by changing the 
parameter definitions in the schedules to match those used in the families.
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Available on:
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